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Abstract: Ultraviolet (UV) photofunctionalization can reset the biological aging of titanium after
the preparation and storage of dental implants by transforming hydrophobic titanium surfaces into
superhydrophilic surfaces. Blood clot formation around the implant can initialize and promote the
healing process at the bone–implant interface. The aim of this study is to evaluate and compare the
capabilities of surface wettability and blood clotting of implants with a conventional sand-blasted
and acid-etched surface (SA), a sand-blasted and acid-etched surface with vacuum-UV treatment
(SA + VUV), and a sand-blasted and acid-etched surface coated with a pH-buffering agent after
vacuum-UV treatment (SA + VUV + BS). Static and dynamic tests for surface wettability and blood
clotting were performed in vitro for SA + VUV and SA + VUV + BS (n = 5), while hemostasis
resulting from blood clotting was evaluated in vivo for SA, SA +VUV, and SA + VUV + BS (n = 4).
A Kruskal–Wallis test showed statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) in all tests, with the
exception of in vitro test of static blood clotting. VUV treatment is therefore effective at making an SA
surface superhydrophilic as an alternative to routine UV-C radiation. The addition of a pH-buffering
agent to SA + VUV also improved surface wettability and blood clotting, which are crucial for
successful osseointegration.
Keywords: blood clotting; dental implants; hydrophilicity; titanium; ultraviolet rays

1. Introduction
Titanium has been widely used for dental and orthopedic restoration and reconstruction due
to its biocompatibility, resistance to corrosion, and mechanical properties. Titanium oxidizes easily,
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forming a thin (1–5 nm), stable, and passive layer that is self-limiting and protects the surface of
the metal from further oxidation [1]. This titanium dioxide (TiO2 ) surface layer is considered to be
responsible for its effective biological performance due to the transfer of calcium and phosphorus ions
from the bone matrix within the TiO2 layer [2]. However, significant reductions in osseointegration
and other biological capabilities of titanium occur over time as surface carbon increases because of an
unavoidable deposition of carbon from the atmosphere on the TiO2 layer in a form of hydrocarbon [3].
This phenomenon is defined as the biological aging of titanium, and the ability of titanium surfaces to
attract proteins and osteogenic cells decreases in a time-dependent manner [4]. Another notable change
in titanium surfaces with time is the disappearance of hydrophilicity. Immediately after processing,
titanium surfaces exhibit a contact angle of water of 0 or less than 5 degrees, and such surfaces are
called superhydrophilic [4–7]. This feature gradually attenuates and becomes hydrophobic in 2 and
4 weeks, with a contact angle of greater than 40 and 60 degrees, respectively.
Surface treatment is used to modify dental implant surface topography and energy, resulting in
improved wettability, increased cell proliferation and growth, and accelerated osseointegration [1,8,9].
Surface treatment can be achieved by an additive or subtractive technique [9]. The subtractive technique
either removes or roughens a layer of core material, as typified by a sand-blasted and acid-etched (SA)
surface. In the addictive technique, other materials or chemical agents are added superficially to the
surface of the titanium through coating, such as titanium plasma spraying, hydroxyapatite coating,
calcium phosphate coating, and other biomimetic coating. Drilling prior to implant placement causes
bone tissue to undergo trauma similar to a fracture. The site becomes relatively hypoxic, and the
extracellular pH becomes acidic. In such conditions, bone marrow stromal cells exhibit reduced
alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity and collagen synthesis, both of which are important in bone
formation and osseointegration [10]. Glycolysis and DNA synthesis of osteoblasts are also found to be
affected by acidic conditions [11]. Platelet aggregation, which is a critical step in blood clot formation
or thrombogenesis, is also reduced by extracellular acidosis, as mediated by the calcium ion entry
pathway [12]. Formation of a sufficient blood clot offers a direct and stable link at the bone-to-implant
interface and plays an important role in thrombogenic responses and osseointegration [13]. Moreover,
a relationship was found between various implant surface and the extent of the fibrin clot [14].
In our previous study, a novel SA surface coated with a pH-buffering agent after vacuum-UV
(VUV) treatment was introduced [15,16]. This surface was closely associated with greater affinity
for proteins, cells, and platelets, which promoted rapid and stable blood clotting, thrombogenesis,
and osseointegration. The purpose of the present study was to evaluate and compare the surface
wettability and blood clotting abilities of various implant surfaces, including a conventional SA surface
(SA), an SA surface with VUV treatment (SA + VUV), and an SA surface coated with a pH-buffering
agent after VUV treatment (SA + VUV + BS), by in vitro and in vivo analyses.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Preparation of Implant Fixtures
Implant fixtures of commercially pure titanium (grade IV) were prepared as SA, SA + VUV (TS
III SA, Osstem, Seoul, Korea), and SA + VUV + BS (TS III SOI, Osstem) for use in this study. As shown
in Figure 1a,b, the surface roughness of the implant fixtures were measured to be 2.5 ± 0.5 µm
of Ra value [15], and VUV treatment for photofunctionalization was achieved by exposing an
implant fixture to low-pressure mercury-arc lamps emitting UV-C and VUV in UV ozone cleaner
for 1 h. Coating the implant surface with a pH-buffering agent, comprising both of positively and
negatively charged ionic groups, with 7.31 of pKa value at 37 ◦ C [15,16], was supplemented for better
superhydrophilicity (Figure 1c).
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Figure 1. Morphologic observation of a sand-blasted and acid-etched (SA) surface by scanning electron
Figure 1. Morphologic observation of a sand-blasted and acid-etched (SA) surface by scanning
microscope
(SEM) at ×500 (a) and ×4000 magnification (b); (c) Comparison of contact angles of
electron microscope (SEM) at ×500 (a) and ×4000 magnification (b); (c) Comparison of contact angles
defibrinated sheep blood on titanium discs and implant fixtures, respectively. SA, a conventional SA
of defibrinated sheep blood on titanium discs and implant fixtures, respectively. SA, a conventional
surface; SA + VUV + BS, an SA surface coated with a pH-buffering agent after vacuum-UV treatment.
SA surface; SA + VUV + BS, an SA surface coated with a pH-buffering agent after vacuum-UV
treatment.
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Figure
2. In vitro test of dynamic surface wettability: (a) a transparent acrylic plate with implant holes
Figure 2. In vitro test of dynamic surface wettability: (a) a transparent acrylic plate with implant holes
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2.2.3. Static Blood Clotting
The implant fixtures of SA + VUV and SA + VUV + BS, 11.5 mm long with 4.5 mm diameter (n =
5, respectively), were dipped up to their ends in a dish 3.5 cm in diameter filled with 3 mL of nonheparinized sheep blood. The weight (g) of the blood clot around the implant fixture was measured
at 5 min, 7.5 min, 10 min, and 12.5 min, respectively.
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2.2.3. Static Blood Clotting
The implant fixtures of SA + VUV and SA + VUV + BS, 11.5 mm long with 4.5 mm diameter
(n = 5, respectively), were dipped up to their ends in a dish 3.5 cm in diameter filled with 3 mL
of non-heparinized sheep blood. The weight (g) of the blood clot around the implant fixture was
measured at 5 min, 7.5 min, 10 min, and 12.5 min, respectively.
2.2.4. Dynamic Blood Clotting
This model for active blood clotting was designed to simulate continuous blood supply by
capillaries. The SA + VUV and SA + VUV + BS implant fixtures, which were 10 mm long with a 4.0 mm
diameter (n = 5), were inserted with 5 N cm of pre-set insertion torque into a modified Eppendorf tube,
which was connected to a syringe pump infusing the sheep blood, mixed with 1 IU/mL heparin, on the
bottom at 37 ◦ C. After 30 min of blood supply at an infusion rate of 0.05 mL/min, the time (min) until
blood ceased dropping by blood clot formation around the implant fixture and the volume (mL) of
blood, which was collected in the underlying 15 mL tube below the Eppendorf tube, were measured.
2.3. In Vivo Test
A beagle dog mandible model was used. All procedures were conducted with the approval of the
Ethics Committee of Animal Experimentation of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(CRONEX-IACUC 20191002; Cronex, Hwasung, Korea) according to the guidelines of Animal Research:
Reporting in Vivo Experiments (ARRIVE).
Four female beagles 18 months of age were subjected to bilateral extraction of their mandibular
Coatings 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW
11
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2.4. Statistical Analysis
Due to a small sample size, we performed a Kruskal–Wallis test, which is a nonparametric
comparison of the difference of the means without a normality assumption, to examine the
differences between SA + VUV and S + VUV + BS in vitro and among SA, SA + VUV and SA + VUV
+ BS in vivo, with a statistical significance of p < 0.05 at α = 0.05. All statistical analyses were performed
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Three months after the extractions, surgical placement of dental implants was performed in the
healed extraction sites under sterile conditions. After local anesthesia, a full-thickness flap was elevated
to expose the alveolar ridge, and the irregular alveolar crestal was flattened. Sequential drillings were
performed for consecutive implant sites, which were larger than the implant fixture, using a guide
drill, 2.2 mm twist drill, 3.0 mm taper drill, 4.0 mm taper drill, and 6.0 mm ultra-taper drill. A total
of 12 implant fixtures of SA, SA + VUV, and SA + VUV + BS, 8.5 mm long with a 3.5 mm diameter,
were placed bilaterally with 35 N cm of pre-set insertion torque. Whole bleeding from the gap between
the hole and implant fixture was socked in a cotton pellet until 10 min after implant placement, and the
weight (g) of the cotton pellet was measured every minute to evaluate the potential of the blood clotting
of the implant fixtures. All experimental animals were sacrificed after the surgery by an intravenous
overdose of potassium chloride.
2.4. Statistical Analysis
Due to a small sample size, we performed a Kruskal–Wallis test, which is a nonparametric
comparison of the difference of the means without a normality assumption, to examine the differences
between SA + VUV and S + VUV + BS in vitro and among SA, SA + VUV and SA + VUV + BS in vivo,
with a statistical significance of p < 0.05 at α = 0.05. All statistical analyses were performed using SAS,
version 9.4 (SAS Inc., Cary, NC, USA).
3. Results
3.1. In Vitro Tests
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3.1.1. Static Surface Wettability
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3.8 ± 0.3 min in SA + VUV and SA + VUV + BS, respectively, and a statistically significant difference
(p < 0.05) between the two was evident (Figure 4a).

Figure 4. In vitro test of static and dynamic surface wettability: (a) time (min) to reach the top of
the implant fixture; (b) time (min) to reach 2 mm and 4 mm above the horizontal plate, respectively.
SA + VUV, an SA surface with vacuum-UV treatment; SA + VUV + BS, an SA surface coated with a
Figure 4. In vitro test of static and dynamic surface wettability: (a) time (min) to reach the top of the
pH-buffering agent after vacuum-UV treatment. Mean ± SD, * p < 0.05 by Kruskal–Wallis test.
implant fixture; (b) time (min) to reach 2 mm and 4 mm above the horizontal plate, respectively. SA
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with vacuum-UV treatment; SA + VUV + BS, an SA surface coated with a pHbuffering agent after vacuum-UV treatment. Mean ± SD, *p < 0.05 by Kruskal–Wallis test.

The lengths of time before the blood reached 2 mm above the horizontal plate were 6.4 ± 0.1 min
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weights were 0.07 ± 0.03 g, 0.12 ± 0.02 g, 0.39 ± 0.20 g, and 0.61 ± 0.18 g, respectively, and no statistically
significant differences were measured between SA + VUV and SA + VUV + BS at any time (p > 0.05).

3.1.4. Dynamic Blood Clotting
The times for complete hemostasis were 19.0 ± 0.4 min and 8.1 ± 1.2 min in SA + VUV and SA +
VUV + BS, respectively, and there was a statistically significant difference between SA + VUV and SA
+ VUV + BS (p < 0.01, Figure 5a). In addition, the volumes of the blood collected in the underlying

Figure 4. In vitro test of static and dynamic surface wettability: (a) time (min) to reach the top of the
implant fixture; (b) time (min) to reach 2 mm and 4 mm above the horizontal plate, respectively. SA
+ VUV, an SA surface with vacuum-UV treatment; SA + VUV + BS, an SA surface coated with a pHbuffering agent after vacuum-UV treatment. Mean ± SD, *p < 0.05 by Kruskal–Wallis test.
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Figure 5. In vitro test of dynamic blood clotting: (a) time (min) until complete hemostasis; (b) volume
Figure 5. In vitro test of dynamic blood clotting: (a) time (min) until complete hemostasis; (b) volume
(mL) of the blood collected in the underlying tube. SA + VUV, an SA surface with vacuum-UV
(mL) of the blood collected in the underlying tube. SA + VUV, an SA surface with vacuum-UV
treatment; SA + VUV + BS, an SA surface coated with a pH-buffering agent after vacuum-UV treatment.
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test. coated with a pH-buffering agent after vacuum-UV
treatment. Mean ± SD, **p < 0.01 by Kruskal–Wallis test.

3.2. In Vivo Test
Among SA, SA + VUV, and SA + VUV + BS, there were statistically significant differences in the
weights of the whole blood absorbed in the cotton pellet measured at 5 min, 6 min, and 7 min (p < 0.01,
Figure 6). Summary statistics of this study are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary Statistics of this Study.
Tests

Categories

Groups

N

In vitro

Static surface wettability
Dynamic surface wettability
2 mm
4 min
Static blood clotting
5 min
7.5 min
10 min
12.5 min
Dynamic blood clotting
Time
Volume

5
5
5
5
-

In vivo

Blood clotting

SA + VUV vs. SA + VUV + BS
SA + VUV vs. SA + VUV + BS
SA + VUV vs. SA + VUV + BS
SA + VUV vs. SA + VUV + BS
SA vs. SA + VUV vs. SA +
VUV + BS

4

χ2

DF

p Value

3.8571
0.4839
4.5000
2.3333
1.1905
2.3333
1.1905
12.9630
12.5448

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

0.0495 *
0.4867
0.0339 *
0.1266
0.2752
0.1266
0.2752
0.0015 **
0.0019 **

9.8462

2

0.0073 **

DF: degrees of freedom, N: number of samples, SA: a conventional SA surface; SA + VUV: an SA surface with
vacuum-UV treatment; SA + VUV + BS: an SA surface coated with a pH-buffering agent after vacuum-UV treatment.
* p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01 by Kruskal–Wallis test.
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Figure 6. In vivo test of blood clotting. Weight (g) of the whole blood absorbed in the cotton pellet
measured from each implant site according to time. SA, a conventional SA surface; SA + VUV, an SA
measured from each implant site according to time. SA, a conventional SA surface; SA + VUV, an SA
surface with vacuum-UV treatment; SA + VUV + BS, an SA surface coated with a pH-buffering agent
surface with vacuum-UV treatment; SA + VUV + BS, an SA surface coated with a pH-buffering agent
after vacuum-UV treatment. Mean ± SD, ** p < 0.01 by Kruskal–Wallis test.
after vacuum-UV treatment. Mean ± SD, **p < 0.01 by Kruskal–Wallis test.

4. Discussion
Table 1. Summary Statistics of this Study.

UV photofunctionalization, a method of modifying titanium surfaces after UV treatment that
DF proposed
p Value
Tests altering the Categories
N
χ2 has been
includes
physicochemical properties andGroups
enhancing biocompatibilities,
In
vitro
Static
surface
wettability
SA
+
VUV
vs.
SA
+
VUV
+
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5
3.8571
1
0.0495
to reset the biological aging of titanium [7]. After treatment with UV radiation, the TiO2 layer
of a*
Dynamic
surface
wettability
SA
+
VUV
vs.
SA
+
VUV
+
BS
5
titanium surface incorporated with hydrocarbons became remarkably hydrophilic or superhydrophilic.
2 mm
0.4839
1
0.4867
The amount of surface carbon is known to vary depending on the age of the surface and reportedly
4 min
4.5000
1
0.0339 *
can increase to approximately 60% to 70% of surface atomic components. UV treatment cleans
Static blood clotting
SA + VUV vs. SA + VUV + BS
5
such carbon-contaminated
to less than
20%0.1266
and
5 mintitanium surfaces, reducing
- the carbon percentage
2.3333
1
concurrently increasing
both UV-A
7.5the
minlevel of osseointegration [7].
- In the UV spectrum,
1.1905
1 and UV-C
0.2752
convert biologically aged
titanium surfaces from hydrophobic
to superhydrophilic,
10 min
2.3333 but
1 only UV-C
0.1266
(200–280 nm) is known
tomin
effectively reduce surface carbon
to a level equivalent
to a new1 surface
and
12.5
1.1905
0.2752
Dynamic
blood
clotting
SA
+
VUV
vs.
SA
+
VUV
+
BS
5
enhance bioactivity [17]. UV-C is capable of removing hydrocarbon from a TiO2 layer of titanium-by
Time which is more effective than
- photocatalysis-by UV-A
12.9630[18]. 2In our0.0015
direct photodecomposition,
study,**
Volume
12.5448
2
0.0019
all implant fixtures were photofunctionalized by UV-C and VUV (100–200 nm), and the radical removal**
SA vs. SA + VUV vs. SA + VUV
of hydrocarbon
from
TiOclotting
VUV
In vivo
Blood
4
9.8462 [15,19].
2
0.0073is**
2 layer of titanium could provide more superhydrophilicity
+ BS
rapidly absorbed by water in the atmosphere and is therefore capable of generating various reactive
DF: degrees of freedom, N: number of samples, SA: a conventional SA surface; SA + VUV: an SA
oxygen species by breaking hydrogen bonds in water molecules via hydrolysis [19]. VUV-initiated
surface with vacuum-UV treatment; SA + VUV + BS: an SA surface coated with a pH-buffering agent
hydrolysis is an efficient method of obtaining hydroxide or hydroxyl groups on a TiO2 layer that
after vacuum-UV treatment. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01 by Kruskal–Wallis test.
provides persistent superhydrophilicity [20,21]. Since VUV treatment tends to generate more ozone in
the4.atmosphere
Discussionand hydroxyl radicals in water [19], it should be strictly limited in only laboratory or
factory, not clinical, settings.
photofunctionalization,
a method
of modifying
titanium
surfaces
after UV treatment
that
ToUV
accelerate
bone healing and improve
bone
anchorage to
an implant,
the bone/implant
interface
includes
altering
the
physicochemical
properties
and
enhancing
biocompatibilities,
has
been
can be improved topographically and biochemically by incorporating inorganic phases, such as
calcium phosphate, and organic molecules, such as proteins, enzymes or peptides, on or into a TiO2
layer [22–25]. Nanostructured implant surfaces, which have an extensive surface area, high surface free
energy, and wettability, seem capable of modifying the host tissue response [9]. SA implant surfaces
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have demonstrated predictable clinical results and are regarded as standard implant surface [10,26–29].
The superhydrophilicity of SA + VUV + BS, which was previously found on the flat surface of disks [15],
was confirmed in our test of static surface wettability. As the ability to attract blood near to the top of the
implant fixture (approximately 4 mm above the horizontal plate in our study) is what most clinicians
ultimately prefer to check in a clinical setting, we added a new dynamic test of surface wettability to
compare the wetting velocities of SA + VUV and SA + VUV + BS in more detail. Since SA is a dry
surface that has not been in contact with any liquid, the surface wettability of SA + VUV + BS might
be significantly superior to that of SA solely by the effect of the pH-buffering agent of SA + VUV + BS
itself. However, given that implant fixtures are placed with dry surfaces or without any additional
hydration in real clinical situations, we chose a naïve SA, rather than an SA hydrated in solution,
as a control [30]. A more hydrophilic surface was previously found to be closely related to superior
and faster osseointegration [30,31]. Furthermore, surface wettability is known to alter the biological
responses of implant surfaces with respect to the adhesion of proteins and other molecules, as well as
cell interactions [32].
As blood clot formation signals the beginning of the healing process, the interaction between an
implant and blood is considered important for the successful osseointegration of titanium implants
after implantation [33]. Blood clot formation on rough titanium surfaces can induce cell recruitment
and stimulate wound healing [34], and it has been revealed that both preosteoblasts and osteoblasts
can attach to an implant surface covered by platelets and fibrin, where they differentiate under the
stimulation of osteogenic factors and cytokines released from the peri-implant blood clot [35,36].
The formation of blood clots on the implant with various implant surfaces is believed to be a crucial
factor in effective fibrin retention and may critically affect bone healing and osseointegration by
influencing macromolecule transport, cell behavior, and contact/distant osteogenesis [34]. In a test
of static blood clotting, the SA + VUV + BS showed superior blood absorption around the implant
fixtures compared with SA + VUV, but not to statistically significant degree. This indicates that an SA
surface photofunctionalized with VUV has at least an equal ability in blood clotting. We designed new
experiments to confirm the blood clotting by hemostasis of continuous capillary bleedings to simulate real
clinical situations as accurately as possible. In a test of in vitro dynamic blood clotting, the clots formed
significantly faster, and the total volume of blood collecting through the gap between holes and implant
fixture to hemostasis was significantly less in SA + VUV + BS than in SA + VUV. An in vivo test also
showed a significant difference in the total weight of bleeding between the overprepared hole and an
implant fixture among SA, SA + VUV, and SA + VUV + BS. This suggests that SA + VUV + BS can induce
faster blood clot formation around the implant surface, leading to more effective interaction of the
bone-to-implant interface for osseointegration. In a clinical respect, these features of SA + VUV + BS
are important in visualizing the surgical site and simultaneous guided bone regeneration, which is
frequently indicated for the adequate quantity and quality of peri-implant tissues for more aesthetic and
functional results [37], because rapid blood clotting is closely associated with the stabilization of grafting
material and the barrier membrane. Finally, SA + VUV could be an alternative to SA + VUV + BS to SA
with respect to the potential for blood clot formation on implant surfaces.
During implant drilling in the bone, which produces a weakly acidic condition, a pH buffer may
help keep the pH constant [38]. As a coating material, the pH-buffering agent appears to control the
release of the inflammatory mediators [9] and enhance the conditions for osteoblast activity [15] by
keeping the pH constant or at least preventing significant changes. The activity of platelets in blood
clotting and both the activity of osteoblasts and the level of ALP for bone making are also inhibited by
extracellular acidosis [11]. SA + VUV + BS could maximize the activity of platelets, thrombogenesis,
the activity of osteoblasts, and the level of ALP in a bone-to-implant interface through a pH-buffering
effect. Further studies will be necessary to investigate SA + VUV + BS with respect to its safety and
effectiveness in clinical settings. Randomized controlled trials should also be followed to confirm its
feasibility in various clinical conditions, such as implant placement immediately after tooth extraction
or with simultaneous bone augmentation.
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